Mix & Match | A Model for Research Data Services at Academic Libraries

This model enables researchers to quickly understand the scope of our four overlapping service areas so they can select the ones that meet their specific needs.

**OPEN DATA CONSORTIA & COLLABORATIONS**
- DataFOUR
  - Data Federation of University Research
- CUAHSI
  - Consortium of Universities for the Advancement of Hydrologic Science, Inc.

**DATA MANAGEMENT TRAINING**
- Workshops
  - Currently offer: ‘Introduction to data management’, future offerings: ‘How to write a data management plan’, ‘How to create metadata for datasets’
- GRAD 521 - Research Data Management

**RESEARCH DATA SERVICES**

**DATA PLANNING CONSULTATION SERVICES**
- General consultation
  - Case-specific, individual or group consultation
- Data management plan review
  - Pre-submission review of DMPs associated with funding proposals. We also offer DMP Tool.

**DATA ACCESS & PRESERVATION INFRASTRUCTURE**
- Collaboration with OSU Information Services
  - Joint data storage; developing campus-wide strategy for data stewardship
- ScholarsArchive@OSU repository
  - DSpace platform; dataset ingest mediated by data specialist; DOIs assigned to all datasets

= Staffing resources | A single Data Management Specialist delivers the entire program, with some services involving staffing contributions from colleagues as well.
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